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REVIEWS 609 

An Introduction to Political Economy. By Richard T. Ely, 
Ph.D. With a Preface. ByJ. K. Ingram, LL.D. London: 
Swain Sonnenschein and Co. 1891. 

THE author of this volume, which forms part of a series of Intro- 
ductory Science Text-Books, is known to English economic students, 
as Dr. Ingram states in the Preface, as onie of those who have ' for 
some time devoted themselves,' in the United States of America, 
' with great ardour, and with marked success, to economic studies.' 
He inclines, as Dr. Ingrain also remarks, to the views which are 
sometimes described with convenient brevity as the opinions of the 
' historical school.' The chapters on economnic methods and economric 
laws in the first part, and on the evolution of economic science in the 
seventh, together with Professor Ely's insistance of the importance of 
ethical considerations, and his commendation of particular authors, 
might be quoted as illustrations of this tendency. But for the most 
part his book only affords an additional example of the difficulty of 
drawing any hard or rigid lines, and of the unsatisfactory results of 
applying distinctive labels to any writer or school of writers. What 
has in reality happened of recent years in the sphere of economics is, 
as Dr. Ingram states, borrowing a phrase from the French economist, 
Professor Gide, ' mtn grand degel'-a great thaw--and a ' more humane 
and genial spirit has been substituted for the old dryness and hard- 
ness.' This change has happily not been confined to any one school, 
or any one department of economic thought; and at the present 
moment the quarrel between ' old' and ' new' economists seems to 
be giving way on all sides to a hearty desire to recognise good work 
wherever it is to be found, and to an honest endeavour to seek for 
grounds of agreement rather than reasons for difference. Dr. Ingrain 
himself, if he will allow us to say so, seeml-s to be less inclined to take 
the offensive in the pointed and suggestive Preface with which he has 
introduced this volume to the British public, than in his valuable 
though polemical History of Political Ecoomny, or in his notable com- 
bative address to the British Association at Dublin; and Professor 
Ely has conformed to the pattern set by his example, if not by his 
precept. With a few exceptions, which illustrate the liberal influence 
of more modern views, his treatise might be accepted even by an 
economist of ' orthodox' opinions; and those exceptions are due as 
much to the character and object of the book as to the creed of the 
author. It is written primarily for ' the Chataugua Literary and 
Scientific Circle, which is an organization for encouraging systematic 
self-culture throughout the United States.' ' It aims at stimulation 
and suggestion rather than formal completeness'; and hence, although 
Parts II. to VI. are devoted to the usual topics which are to be found 
in an economic manual, and the author, following the traditional 
division of the science into production, exchange, and distribution, 
travels for the most part over beaten ground, he seems rather to inake 
comments by the way than to start and expound precise definitions 
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and formulwe. He substitutes the termn ' transfers of goods ' for that 
of ' exchange,' and he devotes considerable space to the discussion of 
Socialism and monopolies. Here, as in his remarks on protectionism, 
he endeavours to be scrupulously fair in setting forward the chief 
arguments on either side, and he attempts to afford material for more 
developed consideration, rather than to exhaust the subject, to suggest 
and stimulate, rather than relieve the student of the necessity, and to 
rob him of the advantage of independent thought. Parts V. and VI. are 
devoted to Consumption and Public Finance. In some places, perhaps, 
of this technical portion of the book, the discussion, even when 
regarded from the standpoint which the author avowedly adopts, has 
an appearance of being fragmentary and inadequate, and opinions 
which conflict with ordinary recognised views are sometimes advanced 
without being fully justified by reasons explicitly given; but Professor 
Ely makes a point of referring at the end of each chapter to books 
containing a more thorough discussion of the subjects which he has 
handled with compulsory brevity, and his views have the supreme merit 
of candour where they are not entirely convincing. In Part VIII. 
he presents some suggestions for study, and indicates some courses of 
reading; and in the Appendix he provides a useful bibliography and 
questions and exercises. Part I., in which he traces the growth, and 
describes the characteristics of industrial society and the nature of 
political economy, occupies a large portion of the book, and a some- 
what fuller account of its contents will, perhaps, furnish a more 
adequate idea of the character of the work than the remarks and 
criticisms which we have previously made. Professor Ely commences 
by showing the connection between political economy and sociology; 
and he then proceeds to point out that the economic side of life 
affords material for study which is likely to be more immediately 
fruitful than that of the wider field of sociology, and that it is the best 
introduction to the larger science. I The economic life means briefly,' 
he states, ' that part of man's life which is concerned with what is 
commonly called " getting a living."' He next examines certain charac- 
teristics of this economic life, which in modern times, he urges, is 
' chiefly social' and involves the mutual dependence of man on man. 
It is, he shows, the product of two great factors, land and man. There 
are stages, he points out, in the development of this life, which may be 
regarded from the point of view of production or from that of transfers 
of goods, as we pass from the hunting and fishing to the pastoral, and 
thence to the agricultural and commercial stages, or from truck- 
economy to money-economy and credit-economy. He then proceeds to 
investigate the causes of the existence of present economic problems, 
which he finds in the industrial revolution and its various con- 
sequences on the one hand, and the now importance of capital, the 
possibility of improvement, and the prevalence of higher ethical 
standards on the other. He next examines some general features of 
the economy of modern nations in its relation to freedom, to ethics, 
and to the State. He defines Political Economy ' in its most general 
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terms as the science which treats of man as a member of economic 
society' ; and he considers that three conceptions of it have prevailed 
in different quarters at different times. He first lays stress on 
' economic' goods or wealth, the scond on the relation of these economic 
goods to man, and the third on man in his relations to economic goods; 
and he traces a change in the development of the study as the first. 
conception has given way to the second, and the second to the third. 
He then discusses the different departments of political economy, its 
different methods, and its utility. This summary will show that 
Professor Ely's book is suggestive and stimulating by its very freshness 
and independence of treatment, while he is tolerant and yet candid in 
his criticism of the views of others and the expression of his own. His 
book should, we venture to think, fulfil the object for which it is 
intended; and, as he himself says, in the Chataugua Literary and 
Scientific Circle, it has already secured a ' truly immense public.' 

L. L. PRICE 

Principles of Economics. BY PROFESSOR ALFRED MARSHALL. 
Vol. I. Second Edition. Macmillan and Co. 

IN the preface to the second edition of this volume its author tells 
us: ' To myself personally, the chief interest of the volume centres. 
in Book V.: it contains more of my life's work than any other part; 
and it is there more than anywhere else that I have tried to deal with 
unsettled questions of the science.' The import of this confession will 
be understood when it is observed that the book thus referred to 
consists partly of the mathematical theory of Supply-and-Demand, and 
partly of the almost equally severe reasoning applied specially to 
Supply, which in the first edition formed the subject of a separate 
book, entitled ' Cost of Production.' The rearrangement according 
to which an extra book is no longer devoted to production appears 
conformable to the ' symmetry of the relations in which demand and 
supply stand to value.' This symmetry is justly regarded by Professor 
Marshall as ' fundamental.' While others have been disputing whether, 
it is cost-of-production or final-utility which determines value, he has 
discerned that it is both. His predecessors have tilted against each 
other from opposite sides of the shield of truth: he alone has 
surveyed with equal eye both the gold side, which most attracted 
Ricardo, and the silver side, on which Jevons fixed too exclusive. 
attention. An able champion of that one-sided theory which is at 
present most in vogue has compared the point at issue to the question 

a question, it is implied, admitting of only one answer whether it. 
is the sun which revolves round the planets or the planets round the 
sun. To a mind of a mathematical cast like Professor Marshall's, it 
is quite intelligible that of two bodies one does not revolve round the 
other more than the other round the one. 

' Just as the motion of every body in the solar system affects and is 
affected by the motion of every other, so it is with the elements of the. 
problem of political economy.' 
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